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Executive Summary:  
Many people do not effectively manage their personal finances.  For some it is due to their lack 
of keeping a budget.  For others it is because they can’t see the big picture and how it all plays 
together.  Financial security in retirement, for example, doesn’t just happen.  It’s the result of a 
lifetime of financial decisions.  In addition to a lack of planning, ignorance of any kind of 
financial planning software prohibits many from delving into their finances.  I wanted a tool 
which was very user-friendly and could be effectively used by people with no knowledge of 
Excel. 
 
My project is a financial planning and projecting tool which can be used to see the big picture of 
your financial decisions over a long period of time or used to build a budget one year out.  For 
example, you can input your information to reflect the way you are currently living and see 
where those habits will get you five, ten, fifty, or more years down the road (long-term).  This 
tool can also be used to calculate a budget for a single year at a time (short-term).  The output 
of the tool is detailed enough to allow you to scrutinize over individual expenses, or just look at 
the bottom line when all is said and done. 
 

Implementation: 
In a nutshell, the user inputs their personal information into user forms, the user forms 
populate a summary worksheet (where the user can review their info and make changes as 
desired), and a separate sub procedure uses the summary worksheet to populate a customized 
financial plan for the time period specified.  The first tab in the workbook is simply a list of the 
five steps the user takes to complete their own financial projection (see image below). 



 
 

Information input by the user (into the forms) include: a name for their project, a desired time 
frame (in years), expected inflation rate, salary expectations (for them and/or for a spouse), 
investment holdings, financial aid, other income information, and anticipated expenses.  Users 
also input their expected tax rates through a user form which holds a web browser and allows 
the user direct access to an online tax calculator.  Using the tax calculator, the user simply types 
in the resulting tax rate (see image below). 
 

 
 



My financial tool makes extensive use of user forms, which are one of the best ways to facilitate 
data entry for inexperienced users who aren’t comfortable (or shouldn’t be) manipulating raw 
data and/or formulas.  Because I wanted to make it as fluid as possible for users, I tried to cover 
as many options as possible in the forms.  For example, I provide the user the option of 
choosing whether an expense is a monthly, yearly, or percentage-basis expense and enter the 
amount in that format so they don’t have to try and figure out how to keep everything 
consistent.  I went to the extent of disallowing the user to enter an amount when “Percentage” 
is selected for the expense type since the percentage will be calculated separately for each year 
required.  As such, I probably used a couple hundred different user form controls (text boxes, 
labels, option boxes, command buttons, etc).  I programmed the forms to load any values 
already input by the user when they go back into the forms to edit information. 
 

 
 

Since it only takes one messed-up cell to destroy a whole spreadsheet, I made it a priority to 
write the code to handle everything through the user forms.  The user never has to touch the 
spreadsheet itself, let alone edit any cells, do any math, or perform any excel functions.  Their 
role is restricted to clicking the buttons inserted on the sheets and moving between three 
clearly labeled tabs.  To accomplish this objective, I protected each of the worksheets to 
prevent any intentional or unintentional blunders.  The tricky part about that is that even VBA 
won’t mess with the cells when they’re protected, so I had to provide each of the eight forms 
with the ability to unprotect the sheets, manipulate them, and protect them again.  Of course, 
that is all done in an instant and the user never has access to unprotected sheets.  See the 
image below for an example of a simple block of code used to maintain protected worksheets. 



 

 
 

For ease of use, I made the process completely accessible.  That is, the user can move back and 
forth through the forms as desired with “Previous” and “Next” buttons and can even access 
each form directly and immediately through the “Edit” buttons situated next to each class of 
data on the “Assumptions” tab for quick changes.  You can see all of the blue “Edit” buttons on 
the screenshot below. 
 

 
 

Once the user has navigated the user forms to populate the data, they can review their input to 
ensure its accuracy and then, by clicking the “Project My Finances” button at the top, they will 
be taken to the “Projections” tab to view their results (as shown below). 
 



 
 

The user can look at any level of detail desired or they can simply skip to the summary lines (as 
shown below) to see the change from year to year in their income, expenses, cash flow, and all 
of those same things adjusted for inflation as well. 
 

 

 
 

Discussion of Learning: 
I may have learned more in Spreadsheet Automation than I did in any other class this year.  It is 
a foreign language to be sure and one of which I could not speak a single word before taking 
the class.  Basically, everything was new to me and I am very pleased with how much new 
knowledge and skills I’ve been able to acquire.  In fact, I already have plans for a couple projects 
that I’m eager to do using VBA.  With that said, specific things of which I solidified my 
understanding and/or learned well from my project include: 



 Case Select constructs 

 Option Explicit functionality/public variable usage 

 Option Base 1 functionality 

 Protecting worksheets with VBA 

 With constructs 

 If Then constructs 

 User Forms 
o Option buttons 
o Web browsers 
o Frames 
o Multipages 
o Formatting and altering text boxes 
o Command Buttons 

 
The most difficult conceptual issues I had involved the complexities of creating an output 
worksheet that was fully dynamic in that there weren’t a predetermined number of columns of 
output data.  I wanted the output data to extend only as far as the range specified by the user 
which could vary every time.  I had to write the code to only populate the sheet based on those 
criteria, which got to be more tricky than I anticipated, but certainly helped me get a much 
better grasp on the use of public variables. 
 
Another time-consuming hang up I ran into involved the intricate differences in the 
functionality of various user form controls.  For example, it took a bit of searching to figure out 
how the multipage control worked.  At first I thought I could move between pages just like I 
move between forms.  I quickly learned that didn’t work.  I actually never went to office hours 
for help, which you may think is stupid of me or you may appreciate me not bombarding you 
with more questions, but what I can say is that because I worked so hard to figure out the 
things I learned, I’m confident that I’ll retain them well and that I learned them better than I 
otherwise would have.  Let’s just say I got to be fairly proficient at using google, using the 
object browser, and seeking out information to help me write code. 
 
After spending approximately 50 or 60 hours on my project, I wasn’t able to incorporate some 
of the dynamics I wished to have in my project.  For example, I wanted the user to input certain 
life expectations, such as the arrival of children, plans to pay for their children’s educations, etc. 
and allow my code to use that data to calculate more accurate expenses and the timing of 
those expenses.  I didn’t realize at the onset how much would be involved in this project.  As it 
stands, I’ve written 1548 lines of code to get to where I’m at.  In fact, I have plans to continue 
work on my project and improve it further even though I won’t be able to finish all the bells and 
whistles that I want by the submission deadline. 


